ATS TimeWork Business Intelligence (BI) is a set of proven solutions that allow you to make better decisions and improve your business processes. Designed for today's businesses, ATS TimeWork Business Intelligence (BI) offer access to both data and intuitive information analysis, helping users turn business insights into effective decisions.

ATS Business Intelligence gets the right information, to the right individual at the right time, so business managers and executives throughout your organization can make use of business opportunities as they arise. With ATS Business Intelligence, users can access a variety of data structures from multiple sources including: Microsoft®, Excel® spreadsheets, CSV, and .txt files. In addition, users can create custom formulas, and use variables within a single report.

ATS Business Intelligence is a comprehensive platform that includes payroll, human resources, employee scheduling, workforce analytics and operational reporting capabilities. ATS Business Intelligence integrates with third-party applications from; recruitment to ERP and a range of other data sources.

ATS TimeWork Business Intelligence reporting gives you the power and flexibility to:

- Create reports using real-time transactional data
- Enhance reporting and analysis without IT support
- Perform self-service, ad-hoc analysis
- Build rich, visual and interactive reports and publish to multiple users
- Integrates with ATS time and attendance software with the ability to initiate business process actions within the application

ATS Business Intelligence distributes real time data analytics that is easy to understand and allows you to drill down into additional levels of details through a graphical view. Reporting of data in ATS Business Intelligence is governed by the same single security authority as information on the TimeWork time management transaction user page.